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S e p t e m b e r ,

Forerunners

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

Forerunners
Those Who run on ahead of us
Arrive first
Showing The Way
Becoming a Way
A Pattern A Blueprint A Model
Of How It’s Done
JESUS =YESHUA IS
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The Heart of The Matter
The Fore of Forunner

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will
be better than your
best dreams, greater
than your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

Fore: Ahead of, in the
front, before others.
This is a place where
you are not following
others, but Only GOD,
because there is no
one else before you.
Here you lead others,
but always are following GOD. Forerunners
are born Leaders,
have found their inner
compass to navigate
them HOME Again

and follow IT, They
have an unusual confidence; they do not
back down they do
not back up, they
Drive GODWARD full
Throttle, just the
same whether there
is a wall in front of
them as open space,
just as much as when
an army has risen
against them as walking with friends, they
have no opposition

that can oppose them,
no device that can deceive them, no ruse that
can rope them; they are
free as the wind: John
3:8, they are sons. They
are Born of The Spirit.
GOD IS Their FATHER.
JESUS has shown them
THE WAY IN HIM and
Through HIM and as HIM,
The Ultimate Forerunner,
so they can navigate The
Course of their Life
through HIS.

The Runner of Forerunner
Runner, or forerunner. Note carefully, at
the outset, that a runner is not characterized as a runner if
they occasionally run,
haphazardly run, leisurely run, run just
when they ‘feel like it’,
but a true runner
runs, period. They run
so much and so well

that even their body
bears evidence and
speaks without words:
“I’m a runner”. It is
unmistakable. You see
it in the way they
move, you see it in
their daily schedules,
it is a priority, they eat
drink think sleep do
running. Their life is
expressed through

and a total expression of: “running”.
The world calls this:
“Hard core.” Even:
“Spartan.” We who
do “this” as Christians, call this:
“Love”. We Live for
and because of GOD,
What CHRIST has
Done for us. So we
run, and run to win.
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Did you know
GOD can and does work
all things together for
good, and can even use
your mistakes and use
them so they can work
for good as opposed to
‘holding you Back’ if you
love HIM, have Covenant
with GOD, and put it in
HIS HANDS! Get that
“thing” that has chained
you to the past, hindered
your present, keeping

you back from your future; put it now, even as
you read this, Put it in HIS
HANDS. Isaiah 9:5, Romans 8:28. GOD Can and
will use it as fuel for The
Fire. Trust HIM. HE’S
GOD. You have good reason to trust HIM: HE
ALONE IS GOD. Another
reason to Trust HIM:
You’re not.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word for
Peace is an action Word,
pregnant with meaning,
ready and more than
able to birth its power
and Life in yours if you
would but hold it within
you and give place for
The Imperishable Seed
of The Living Word of
GOD To Birth in your Being and manifest in your

life making it on earth as
it is in heaven. Start with
The Hebrew Word:
SHALOM = PEACE It is
Composed of The Hebrew Letters: ShinLamed-Waw/Vav-Mem
Sofit. Life Frames of a
Movie, it is a Word Movie
Picture That Literally
means; at one Level: to
Destroy The Authorita-

tive Teaching that man
has established resulting
in Ultimate chaos. It is an
Action Verbal-Noun, and
is Something you do, not
just read or say. It destroys what is destroying you, resulting in The
Peace we often use to
describe Peace, Here it
is a Process, now you
know how to ‘get There’.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
You are not sure if what you
are doing in Life is right, if it
makes sense, if it is on your
Life Scroll, your destiny.
You’re not sure if GOD is in it,
you’re not sure if GOD is Behind it, and neither is anyone
you know, able to help you see
clearly, The Truth that sets
you free. There are several
Things to do: and do until it
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Bears fruit not thorns and thistles, then we Bring this to a
final point. First, it must Line
up with The Tenor and The
Principles of Faith as Outlined
in Holy Scriptures. Yes, The
Answer is in The Book. Ask
GOD To open your eyes to
help you see The Truth, when
you don’t. Two, THE NAMES of
GOD. A Deep, Daily, meditatPage 2
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ing, identifying, growing into a
Relationship With our GOD as
Revealed Through HIS NAMES
and Will show you where you
stand at any moment, and
through THE NAME Reveal
The Truth to you Unalterably.
Three: Look unto HIM, and ask
-see-feel-hear: if What you do
can answer This: Does it Bring
you Closer,” To HIM.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.

6.

MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

We believe in the Jewish
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